Gallery Activity: Looking at Murals
Bridging Two American Muralists:
In this gallery, look closer at the work
A Wooded Watershed, 1926 by Daniel Garber
and In Exaltation of Flowers, 1910-1914 by
Edward Steichen.
Both are murals, an art form that goes back
to prehistoric times and found in many
different cultures. Murals are works of art
that are applied directly onto a wall or any
permanent surface. They can also be created
using another surface, such as a canvas,
and then mounted onto a wall. Another
characteristic of a mural is that it is often
created to be incorporated into the
architecture of a building or a space within it.
Image credits: (Left) Daniel Garber, A Wooded Watershed (detail), 1926, oil on canvas, H. 129.25 x W.

Both of these murals have details inspired by 257.25 inches, James A. Michener Art Museum. Acquired with a Legislative Initiative Grant awarded by
Senator H. Craig Lewis; (Right) Edward Steichen (1879–1973), Panel: Clivia-Fuchsia Hilium Henryi from In
nature and use elements that are symbolic. Exaltation of Flowers, 1910–1914, tempera and gilding on canvas, 120 x 96 in., Arts Bridges
Garber uses elements in his work to speak to
the history and the geography of Pennsylvania while Steichen uses symbols to characterize the personalities
of the figures in his panels. Using the following questions below, learn more about these two artworks.

Looking Questions:
What do you see? Write down all the details that you find in A Wooded Watershed and In Exaltation of
Flowers.

With a friend, family member or classmate, discuss style, composition, color, scale and use of space or
perspective found in each of the murals. What similarities can you find between them? What differences
can you find?

*Museum Activity for Grades 7-12

Which elements found in both of the murals could be considered symbols? List them below and their
possible meanings. Hints: Garber includes Pennsylvania state symbols in his mural. Steichen uses a specific
natural element in his panels to reveal personality characteristics of the figures.

If you could chose one of the murals as your favorite, which one would it be? Why?

To learn more about Garber’s A Wooded Watershed, visit the Michener’s Mobile guide at
www.michenerartmuseum.oncell.com. To learn more about Steichen’s In Exaltation of Flowers, visit: https://
blog.dma.org/tag/edward-steichen/.

Sketch it!
Using the area below, select a section of one of the murals and draw it. Why did you select this area?

Download a copy of this activity on Learn with the Michener: www.LearnMichener.org

